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DETECTION OF HUMIDITY-TREATED AGED LATENT PRINTS USING 
CYANOACRYLATE FUMING AND A REFLECTED ULTRAVIOLET 
IMAGING SYSTEM (RUVIS) 
 
APRIL V. KWONG  
 
ABSTRACT 
For the past several decades, challenges in the detection and collection of latent 
prints exposed to harsh environmental conditions have inspired research in pretreatment 
methods prior to the application of chemical, physical, or optical-based enhancement 
techniques. Some of the difficulties associated with processing degraded latent prints are 
attributed to dehydration, alterations in chemical composition, and physical disturbance of 
ridge detail. This study seeks to investigate the effectiveness of humidity, cyanoacrylate 
fuming method (CFM), and a reflected ultraviolet imaging system (RUVIS) on the 
detection and collection of aged latent palmprints. Prints were exposed to air flow and 
ultraviolet (UV) light for a period of 0 to 28 days, and subsequently treated with either cool 
or warm humidity and CFM. RUVIS was then utilized to detect and capture friction ridge 
detail after each treatment step. Improvements in RUVIS detection between treatments 
were evaluated based on four response factors: minutiae count, percent print recovery, 
ridge thickness and contrast. By measuring these factors, each latent print photograph was 
able to be converted to quantifiable data to facilitate statistical analysis of potential 
differences or improvements between treatments.  
The results demonstrate that the application of 80% relative humidity successfully 
revived aged latent palmprints across all factors. The combined effect of humidity followed 
vi 
by CFM treatment and RUVIS detection was greatest for minutiae count and ridge 
thickness, while percent print recovery and contrast demonstrated more modest 
improvements when compared to control prints. Additionally, cool temperature treatments 
outperformed warm temperature treatments across all factors except contrast. The data 
therefore suggest that to achieve print rejuvenation and overall improvements in RUVIS 
detection, combined cool humidity and CFM is more effective than humidity alone. The 
data also indicate a potential correlation between temperature treatments and latent print 
age. Warm humidity combined with CFM appeared to best enhance RUVIS images on 
fresher prints of a few days to one week old, while cool humidity and CFM appeared to 
maximally enhance RUVIS images on prints of several weeks old.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Forensic Science and Pattern Evidence  
The demands of forensic science have been especially heightened within recent 
years due to the increasing power and probative nature of scientific evidence.1 Its function 
and constant role in our society’s legal system have motivated forensic research, resulting 
in the innovation of new technologies that have further established and/or revolutionized 
different fields within forensic science. These fields include forensic biology, forensic 
chemistry, trace evidence analysis, pattern and impression evidence, digital forensics, 
biometrics, and more.  
Some of the most common types of evidence encountered include biological, trace, 
chemical, and pattern and impression evidence. Impression evidence is created when 
objects or surfaces retain the characteristics of other objects that have been physically 
pressed against them with sufficient force.2,3 Examples of this contact include a hammer 
hitting a wall, or a bloody shoe contacting a wooden floor. Pattern evidence is similar to 
impression evidence, with the distinction that pattern evidence retains additional detail left 
within the impression that resemble the physical characteristics and morphologic features 
of the object.  
Pattern and impression evidence, in particular, may arise from a variety of sources 
such as fingerprints, bloodstains, tool marks, tire treads, and footwear impressions. One, or 
a combination, of these evidence types is analyzed to contribute meaningful information 
about a criminal act. The ability to establish linkages between suspect(s), victim(s) and 
crime scene is a vital component of any investigation. In many cases, biological 
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deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) samples are among the most sought after types of evidence 
to be collected. While DNA may lead to the reliable identification of an individual(s) 
related to the criminal activity in question, pattern evidence has the potential to provide 
details regarding type of weapon, origin of impact, number of individuals present, and the 
reconstruction or sequence of past events. Latent fingerprints, although referred to as 
pattern evidence, is also regarded as a means to reliably identify an individual(s). 
 
1.2 Fingerprint and Palmprint Impressions Evidence  
Fingerprint analysis, more generally known as friction ridge analysis, is one 
subfield of pattern evidence that involves the detection, collection, and examination of 
impressions created from friction ridge skin. As the body’s largest organ and first line of 
defense, skin is composed of three main layers known as the hypodermis, dermis and 
epidermis. The epidermis is the topmost layer, which aids in thermoregulation, acts as a 
sensory receptor, and provides a protective barrier for underlying tissue.4 It primarily 
consists of keratinocytes and melanocytes, with Langerhans cells and Merkel cells as minor 
components. Keratinocytes are cells made of keratin protein, which provides great strength 
and resistance to cells against external forces or pressure. This is a fundamental need for 
the body as skin may come into contact with rough or sharp surfaces. Further protection of 
the epidermis is also derived from melanocytes, which contain pigments that absorb 
potentially harmful ultraviolet (UV) light rays from the sun. 
 The dermal layer possesses a network of connective tissue, including collagen and 
elastin, and a gelatinous material of inter-fibrillar gel to provide support for the upper 
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epidermal layer.4 Blood vessels and blood reserves are also present to provide sustenance, 
while nerves and sweat glands enable thermoregulation and sensory perception. Lastly, the 
hypodermal layer is predominantly compromised of adipose tissue, also known as fat 
tissue, which serves as an energy reservoir and contributes bulk and shape to contour the 
body (Figure 1). 
 
 
Figure 1. Layers and components of friction ridge skin 
 
1.2.1 Anatomy and Physiology of Friction Ridge Skin 
 While similar in physiology to the smooth skin found throughout the body, friction 
ridges are a specialized type of skin that contain raised portions, known as ridges, 
surrounded by depressions, known as furrows (Figure 2). Found on fingers, palms, toes 
and the soles of feet, the location of this skin type is directly associated with its function. 
Ridges and furrows provide resistance between the skin and a surface, resulting in an 
improved grip, as demonstrated when holding a cup or walking barefoot on a slippery floor. 
Ridges also serve to magnify sensory vibrations and perceptions that allow one to interpret 
and recognize surface textures.4 Any separations or discontinuities within ridge patterns 
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are typically due to natural creases within friction ridge skin that allow for flexibility in 
intrinsic movements of the hands and feet. 
 When friction ridge skin is pressed upon a surface, both endogenous and exogenous 
materials are left behind to form a print, capturing ridge detail and patterns. (For the 
purposes of this study, the terms ‘friction ridge impression’ and ‘print’ are used 
interchangeably throughout the content of this paper). Previous works believed the 
endogenous residues of a print are composed of approximately 98% water and 2% salts, 
amino acids, glucose, and other trace miscellaneous material.4–7 However, more recent 
research has contended that the endogenous organic and inorganic components are far 
greater than 2%, and a water content of 98% is unrealistic due to evaporation or 
reabsorption into the skin.8–11  
The amino acids present within print residues come from eccrine sweat that is 
secreted from sweat pores. Sweat pores are also classified as sudoiferous glands, which are 
found in the dermis layer of the skin. Through multiple studies, chemical compounds 
discovered to constitute eccrine sweat include serine, ornithine-lysine, alanine, threonine, 
valine, glutamic acid, phenylalanine, and tyrosine.7,12–15  Sebaceous glands are another type 
of sweat gland found in the dermal layer. Its secretions are distinguished from eccrine 
secretions in that they contain lipids, fatty acids and sterol compounds. Glycerides, fatty 
acids, wax esters, cholesterol esters, cholesterol, and squalene are the most abundant lipids 
of a print residue.4,16 These glands are generally associated with hair follicles and are 
particularly plentiful in the forehead, scalp, nose, mouth, and ears. Their main functions 
are heat retention and thermoregulation, as fatty acids prevent the evaporation of sweat and 
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enable skin lubrication. Sebaceous glands, however, are not present on the palms of hands 
or soles of the feet. Therefore, if lipids are present within a friction ridge impression, it is 
likely due to contact with body parts that contain sebaceous glands, such as running one’s 
fingers through the hair or scratching of the nose. 
 
1.2.2 Uniqueness and Persistence of Friction Ridge Skin 
 The forensic relevance of friction ridge skin lies in its inherent qualities of 
uniqueness and persistence over time. Every individual has a unique set of fingerprints, 
palmprints, and footprints based on their individual friction ridge patterns, which are 
different from any other person in the world.4,17 Because each impression is distinctive to 
the person producing the print, an attribution to a source is possible.4,18–21 
 The discovery of friction ridge skin individualization dates as far back as 221 B.C. 
During the Quin to Eastern Han dynasties, the Chinese would press their fingers into clay 
seals forming a stamp-like signature to prove authorship and authenticate important 
documents.4 With the invention of paper, other countries such as India and Japan also 
began using prints as signatures around A.D. 702 to 1637. The study and application of 
friction skin were not existent in Europe until around the 17th century when physiologists 
Nehemiah Grew and Marcello Malpighi began to characterize friction ridge detail. Official 
studies regarding the uniqueness of prints were not conducted until 1788 by German 
anatomist, J. C. A. Mayer. His book, Anatomical Copper-plates with Explanations, first 
documented the unique nature of friction ridge skin. This material paved the way for other 
investigators to study its individualizing potential, which has since been proven by 
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numerous sources.22–30 Continual efforts are maintained to validate these claims even in 
today’s fingerprint research.4  
 The uniqueness of fingerprints, palmprints, and footprints is attributed to 
embryological fetal development.4,20,31 As a general phenomenon of human anatomy, no 
two body parts between individuals are ever exactly alike. With the context of friction 
ridges, the dermal layer of friction ridge skin bears a wave-like structure by week 10 of the 
gestation period.4 Over the following five to six weeks, the waves develop into primary 
ridges in an orientation dependent on numerous factors. These factors include shape and 
size of underlying structures, timing of events, and symmetry of ridge formation.4 Genetics 
also plays some role in terms of ridge pattern inheritance, though the full extent is not yet 
known.4,31 
 Once primary ridges have irreversibly set, secondary ridges begin to develop 
around approximately 15 to 20 weeks of gestation. Within one primary ridge, a pair of 
shallow ridges will develop, known as secondary ridges (Figure 2). This creates a small 
furrow within the middle of the primary ridge, resulting in an overall structure that is 
similar in shape to a double-humped camel back. This development lasts until 
approximately 24 weeks of gestation, at which time the dermal layer is completely 
developed and the epidermal layer commences its growth. The shape and structure of the 
epidermis will then reflect the underlying shape of the dermis. The deeper furrows of the 
dermal layer that result from adjacent primary ridges are where epidermal ridges will form. 
The minor grooves that result from adjacent secondary ridges will form the epidermal 
furrows. The creation and patterns of friction ridge impressions are, therefore, produced by 
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epidermal ridges and furrows.32 Another structure that contributes to the pattern of friction 
ridges is volar pads. Volar pads are swellings of tissue, known as mesenchyme, under the 
epidermal layer of hands and soles of the feet. Its timing of development and regression, 
symmetry, and size all impact the cellular stresses and distributions during fetal 
development that influence ridge pattern formation.4,33 
 
Figure 2. Primary and secondary ridge formation 
 
 It was more recently discovered that the persistence of friction ridge patterns is due 
to constant cellular regeneration and regulation, as well as physical attachments within the 
skin layers. The epidermal layer consists of keratinocytes that have a significantly high 
turnover rate, meaning skin cells closest to the surface are constantly replaced by newer 
cells sourced from the cellular layers beneath it. There are five main epidermal layers that 
contain keratinocytes of different ages and chemical compositions (Figure 1). The bottom-
most layer is known as the basal layer, which produces the newest keratinocyte cells. 
During cellular regeneration, the keratinocyte layers move outward towards the skin’s 
surface in order to replace the older, more superficial layers. Because resistance and 
durability are needed for the most superficial layers of the skin, as keratinocytes migrate 
upward, the cells differentiate and change in chemical composition to accommodate this 
demand. 
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 Physical attachments between the basal layer of the epidermis and dermis are what 
also allow for faithful reproduction of friction ridge shape. Epidermal ridges and furrows 
gain their shapes and patterns based on the primary and secondary ridges of the dermal 
layer. To allow anchoring of epidermal ridges and furrows to the dermal layer, dermal 
papillae and anastomoses are present to strengthen the junction between the skin layers 
(Figure 2). Dermal papillae are projections found between primary and secondary ridges, 
while anastomoses are sheets of tissue that cross-link adjacent primary and secondary 
ridges.4 Together, dermal papillae and anastomoses increase surface area of the 
attachments between the epidermis and dermis. This consequently strengthens the bond 
between epidermal and dermal layers, ensuring that as proliferation and differentiation of 
basal keratinocytes occur, cells move upward in concert and maintain the shape of ridge 
and furrow structures.  
 
1.2.3 History of Fingerprint Analysis and its Forensic Relevance 
German anthropologist Hermann Welcker, and British Indian civil service officer 
Sir William James Herschel, are credited for being among the first individuals to comment 
on the nature of friction ridge permanence between the years 1856 and 1880.4 Notable 
figures who studied the uniqueness of fingerprints, in addition to its permanence, include 
Henry Faulds, Gilbert Thompson, and Sir Francis Galton.4 Once established as unique and 
permanent, the potential application of friction ridge analysis for forensic purposes did not 
arise until around 1880 when Henry Faulds published an article on the usefulness of friction 
ridge skin for individualization in the context of criminal evidence.4,34,35 Uncovering the 
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potential use of friction ridge skin in criminal investigations led to its role in the Rojas 
murder case in Buenos Aires in 1892. This was the first instance in which fingerprint 
evidence was utilized to solve a homicide investigation.4 As a result, Argentina became the 
country to utilize fingerprints as the sole method of perpetrator identification.  
Since then, the elucidation and characterization of friction ridge physiology 
propelled advancement in fingerprint classification systems. Some notable classification 
systems included Sir Francis Galton’s Tripartite System (1892), Juan Vucetich’s Argentine 
Classification System (1891), and Henry Fauld’s Syllabic Classification System (1900) in 
England.4 In a general classification system, letters and numbers are assigned to derivatives 
of loop, whorl and arch patterns, based on location and directionality. For example, the 
Henry system utilizes numbers to indicate areas of fingers while the Argentine system uses 
numbers to designate external and internal loops. (Friction ridge shapes and patterns are 
described in further detail in Section 1.4.2.) Today, an assortment of systems is employed 
based on country. In the United States, the American Classification System and FBI 
Extensions System are used. Both were established as extensions of the previously utilized 
Henry Classification System.4   
Classification systems for footprints and palmprints were eventually developed as 
well. The FBI possesses its own footprint classification system, expanding on the work of 
Wentworth and Wilder’s book, Personal Identification (1918).4 Concerning palmprint 
classification, three systems were created and are currently in use. These include the 
Western Australian Palmprint Classification System and Brogger Moller Palmprint 
Classification System, which divide the palm into the thenar, interdigital, and hypothenar 
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regions (Figure 3). The Liverpool Palmprint Classification System is similar though 
divides the palm into four parts.4 
 
 
Figure 3. Palmprint regions based on the Western Australian Palmprint Classification 
System and the Brogger Moller Palmprint Classification System. Image source: Metrónomo, 
Wikimedia Commons. 
 
1.3 Latent Print Methods of Detection, Development, and Collection 
 The evolution and relevance of friction ridge analysis have spurred research and 
new technologies in the detection, collection and enhancement of fingerprint evidence. In 
terms of detection and development, the type of impression helps determine what methods 
should be utilized to properly develop and collect the print without compromising its 
integrity. There are three types of prints that may be present at a crime scene or on an object 
of interest. The first two types are latent and patent prints. Latent prints are impressions 
that are not readily detectable until revealed by some form of physical or chemical 
processing. This is because the components of the print, such as water, sweat, and fats, 
render it invisible to the naked eye. In contrast, patent impressions are easily visible. In 
addition to endogenous biological material, these prints also contain a material that is easily 
visible to the naked eye and therefore friction ridge detail is perceptible on a substrate. 
Examples of foreign material may include blood, paint, grease, or mud. Lastly, the third 
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type of print is known as a plastic impression. These are also easily observed as they are 
formed within a medium that may capture and retain friction ridge patterns. Clay, putty, or 
candle wax are all substrates that would cast details of a print, yielding a plastic impression.  
 Print deposition is another element that impacts print quality. Pre-transfer, transfer, 
and post-transfer conditions are all factors that influence the resulting impression of friction 
ridge skin.4 Friction ridge composition is considered a pre-transfer condition that is 
influenced by both the inherent residues of an individual’s skin and miscellaneous 
materials that are simultaneously present. Its quantities and specific chemical composition 
(including proportions of water, salt, fatty acids, and foreign materials) are all influenced 
by the individual’s age, health, gender, stimuli, and activities performed shortly before 
print deposition. Transfer conditions include surface texture, presence of contaminants, 
temperature, humidity level, pressure of application, and possible distortions from the 
applied contact. Any factor that may impact impression quality and quantity at the time of 
deposition would be considered a transfer condition. Post-transfer conditions typically 
involve environmental factors that compromise integrity of a print after deposition. 
Weather, temperature, or humidity levels, for instance, may hasten or impede the 
evaporation of water within the print. External manipulation of the print is also possible 
through human or animal disturbances.  
 Surface type is another controlling factor when selecting a method for detection 
and development of latent prints. The most broadly categorized types are porous and 
nonporous surfaces. Porous surfaces present a greater challenge during detection and 
enhancement due to their absorption capabilities that hide ridge details, thereby decreasing 
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overall surface area of the deposited print. These surfaces may include wood, paper, or 
cardboard. Impervious nonporous surfaces will not remove details of the print via 
absorption and includes glass, plastics, or painted surfaces. It is also important to note that 
some surfaces may be semi-porous or contain folds or creases that interrupt full deposition 
of a print.  
 The process of detection first involves a physical search of the crime scene or 
evidentiary item for potential friction ridge impressions. When located, development 
techniques are applied to increase contrast and enhance the finer details of a print. For this 
reason, the development of an impression is also known as enhancement. However, in 
many cases of latent print searching, the method of development also becomes the method 
of detection. For example, cyanoacrylate fuming is a development method used to enhance 
ridge detail by applying white Super Glue fumes to the object of interest. In many cases, 
however, fuming is performed on objects where potential prints are not immediately 
obvious. By way of illustration, fingerprints may be invisible on an item of firearm 
evidence until fuming is applied that reveals the latent ridge detail, rendering it a detection 
method as well. (Further information on cyanoacrylate fuming may be found in Section 
1.3.1).  
 The development methods currently utilized either react with water-soluble or 
water-insoluble portions of print residue.4,36 Water-soluble components include salts and 
amino acids, which are found especially within eccrine secretions. Examples include 
ninhydrin, a compound that reacts with amino acids to form a purple color, and silver 
nitrate, which reacts with chloride ions of sodium chloride to form a gray-brown color.36 
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One disadvantage of these methods, however, is that because components are highly water-
soluble, exposure to water through the environment or human activity greatly dilutes print 
components, rendering the development methods ineffective. Alternatively, water-
insoluble methods react with the larger, insoluble proteins and lipids of a print. Oil red O 
and nile red react with lipids to form a red color, while physical developer method reacts 
with fatty acids and lipids to form a dark gray-black color.36,37 
 Further categorization of detection and development methods include optical, 
physical and chemical methods. Selection of the best process will be dependent on the 
conditions and factors previously mentioned. Optical methods may involve white light, 
oblique light, UV radiation, or fluorescence. Optical detection should be an initial step 
during any latent print search as it is non-destructive and uses electromagnetic radiation of 
suitable wavelengths to scan large areas at a time. An alternative light source (ALS) uses 
specific wavelengths of light in conjunction with a barrier filter to induce a fluorescent 
reaction within the latent prints. There is still question as to what elements of a print 
specifically emit fluorescence, but it is hypothesized that riboflavin and pyridoxine contain 
potential fluorophores that cause the fluorescent reaction.38 A Polilight®, CrimeScope®, 
UltraLite™, or Scene Sweeper™ are some examples of ALS sources that may be used to 
scan a surface for latent ridge detail. Yet, it is most successful and more common to apply 
chemical or physical treatments after initial optical examination to induce the fluorescent 
reaction, such as fluorescent fingerprint powders, rather than relying on a latent print’s 
endogenous material. 
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 Physical methods of detection and development involve physical interactions with 
a print deposit. Latent print powder of a contrasting color is dusted over a surface of 
interest. If friction ridges are present, the fine powder particles will physically adhere to 
aqueous and/or fatty components of the print through adhesion and absorption.4,36  The 
ridges will therefore be highlighted against the background, increasing contrast and 
enhancing ridge detail. Another example of physical detection is vacuum metal deposition, 
a method which coats the substrate containing the latent print with a thin metal film under 
high vacuum, resulting in improved contrast.4,31,39 Applicable metals include zinc, gold, 
silver, tin or aluminum. This technique leaves friction ridges untouched, making it 
advantageous for DNA and biological evidence collection from the prints.40,41  
 Chemical development is the application and interaction of chemical substances 
within print residue to uncover ridge detail. This is distinct from physical development 
techniques in the sense that the chemicals applied will react with latent print components 
on a molecular level to bring about a chemical reaction.4,36 The chemical reaction is often 
a colorimetric change. Previously discussed chemical reagents include silver nitrate, which 
reacts with chloride ions in salt to form a dark gray-brown color, ninhydrin which reacts 
with amino acids to form a purple-blue color, or leuco-crystal violet which reacts with 
heme to form a purple color.  
 
1.3.1 Cyanoacrylate Fuming Method  
 Cyanoacrylate fuming method (CFM), also known as Super Glue fuming, is 
primarily viewed as a chemical development method. As elucidated, in instances where 
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CFM is applied to surfaces with no visible friction ridge prints, it is also considered a 
detection technique. CFM is a chemical process that utilizes ethyl cyanoacrylate (ECA), a 
cyanoacrylate ester with a chemical formula of C6H7NO2 (Figure 4). The compound was 
first developed as the main ingredient for commercial Super Glue and has since found 
applications in electronics, aviation, and medicine.4,42 In the late 1970s, Japanese 
researchers inadvertently stumbled upon its forensic application when Super Glue was 
fumed and exposed latent fingerprints found on glass microscope slides. Researchers 
noticed solid, white fingermarks and since then, CFM has been widely employed in 
criminal investigations. Much research has also pushed for its continual improvement and 
optimization.16,36,42–50 
 
 
Figure 4. Ethyl-cyanoacrylate molecule  
 
 Since its accidental discovery and applications in forensic science, cyanoacrylate 
fuming chambers have been developed to provide an isolated area for items of evidence to 
be treated. Different chambers utilize different forms of ECA, including either liquid or 
solid ECA. Any form of ECA is ultimately vaporized, with some methods employing an 
aluminum evaporation dish and heat block, or commercial fuming wand. On a molecular 
level, when transformed into vapor, ECA monomers come into contact with friction ridge 
impressions, inducing a rapid polymerization. Accumulation of polymer products creates 
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a visible white coating along the ridges of a latent print. When examined under a 
microscope, micron-sized structures that resemble noodles or blobs may be visualized.44,49 
The exact components that allow ECA monomers to adhere and interact with friction ridge 
residues are referred to as “initiators.” This polymerization process is defined by three main 
steps: initiation, chain propagation, and termination (Figure 5).4,50 ECA monomers first 
bond with initiators along friction ridges. This complex then reacts with adjacent ECA 
monomers, forming dimers that eventually polymerize with each other until a long chain 
of ECA molecules is formed. Termination occurs when polymerization has reached the end 
of a friction ridge and may no longer continue its growth. 
 
 
Figure 5. ECA polymerization process.  
 
 Because the friction ridges themselves contain initiators, ECA only grows along 
the ridges and leaves furrows untouched, enabling perceptible visualization of friction 
ridge patterns. When given time to solidify and plasticize, the white ECA coating becomes 
very durable. Application of other enhancement techniques, such as colored latent print 
powders or dyes, may be subsequently combined with CFM to further reveal the fine details 
of a print.36,51 Rhodamine 6G is a common dye utilized for this specific purpose, and 
facilitates fluorescence of friction ridges using a 495 nm to 525 nm laser with red or orange 
barrier filters. Another benefit of CFM is that ECA is sensitive to some body fluids. When 
alone or present within a friction ridge impression, traces of blood and sweat may be 
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revealed through ECA vapor.4,16 Studies have found that if DNA analysis is required, 
extraction and PCR amplification from the latent print is possible with no interference from 
ECA.4,44  
 CFM is also particularly effective on rough surfaces because only friction ridges 
are highlighted, while textured components of the substrate are left unmarked. Other 
techniques, such as latent print powder, would likely emphasize this texture in addition to 
the print ridges. Further advantages of this method include its portability and consequent 
versatility in a variety of conditions and environments. The engineering of portable fuming 
chambers allows this method to be performed at crime scenes, which especially becomes 
useful when the item or surface to be fumed is immoveable. One demonstrative scenario 
includes the fuming of a dead body in situ at a crime scene. The option of fingerprint 
detection during autopsy or in a controlled laboratory is possible, but the transport and 
physical manipulation of the body may distort or remove surface latent prints. Success in 
collecting latent prints on a body is also highly dependent on time and should be performed 
as soon as possible. Collection should consequently occur on-site for the best chance of 
print recovery, demonstrating the usefulness of fuming portability. In addition, portable 
fuming chambers would also preserve the body’s positioning, trace evidence, and potential 
gunshot residue. 
 While CFM proves to be a highly relevant and effective method for the 
development of latent prints, one disadvantage lies in its limitation with porous surfaces. 
The technique is known to be most effective on non-porous substrates, with the belief that  
its application on porous objects may fill in substrate pores and obscure ridge detail.43,44,52 
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Risk of over-fuming due to overexposure of ECA vapor for extended periods of time is 
another disadvantage. Furrows become filled in, masking the pertinent ridge structures and 
patterns. In this event, the evidence has been irrevocably destroyed. Newly trained 
criminalists or latent print examiners who are not yet familiar with appropriate lengths of 
ECA exposure are especially susceptible to over-fuming.  
 Another significant complication of CFM is the potential health hazards that liquid 
and vaporous ECA pose to the human body. Acute damage to the eyes, nose, and mucous 
membranes is possible, and long-term effects of the substance have yet to be fully studied. 
For these reasons, personal protective equipment such as laboratory coats, goggles, gloves, 
and facemasks should be worn during the fuming operation. The unveiling of finer print 
detail is also not a guarantee of this method. Latent print composition, aging, and post-
transfer environmental conditions may all impact the effectiveness of CFM, necessitating 
secondary enhancement methods that require more time, effort and materials.  
 The success of CFM and quality of latent print development has been found to be 
highly dependent on print residue composition.16,43,44,46 There is much research in the 
specific components of these residues that act as initiators and also what allows 
polymerization to continue its growth. Other factors such as temperature and humidity 
conditions are also currently being investigated. The literature has reported that the most 
prominent initiators of ECA polymerization are sodium lactate and amino acids, with 
cooler humidity conditions within CA chambers to be the most optimal fuming 
condition.16,46  
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1.3.2 Reflected Ultraviolet Imaging System (RUVIS)  
 While CFM has been implemented and validated within the forensic community 
since its discovery, a more recent method of detection and collection is the reflected 
ultraviolet imaging system (RUVIS). Its availability to law enforcement agencies began 
more than two decades ago with early models available in the 1980s. Its main forensic 
application involved latent print detection, though others have more recently begun to use 
this technology in detecting footwear dust impressions and blood.36,53,54 In the case of 
blood, RUVIS has been shown to reveal bite marks, bruises and patterned wound detail not 
visible under white light.55,56  
 RUVIS is an optical process that detects latent prints through the scattering of UV 
radiation prior to any enhancement or processing. RUVIS may be used after enhancement 
steps as well. The ultraviolet range spans from 10 nm to 400 nm in the electromagnetic 
spectrum and is classified by either short-wave or long-wave UV rays.57,58 Invisible to the 
human eye, long-wave rays include UVA (315 nm to 400 nm) and UVB (280 nm to 315 
nm). UVB rays are responsible for acute sun damage, commonly seen in sun burns or sun 
tanning through the stimulation of melanin production, while UVA rays are known to 
instigate long-term sun damage and signs of aging. UVC rays (100 nm to 280 nm) are used 
for antibacterial and antimicrobial purposes, such as in pharmaceutical production, food 
processing, and sanitizing tissue culture hoods in research laboratories.55,59,60 
 Electromagnetic radiation of varying wavelengths is generally used for the location 
and detection of a variety of substances that may be probative to a criminal investigation. 
These include biological fluids such as blood, semen, or saliva, trace material such as glass 
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or fibers, and also latent prints. In the case of latent prints, electromagnetic radiation can 
be used to elicit a fluorescent reaction that provides contrast and illuminates the fine details 
of a print. Fluorescence may either originate from endogenous materials within the print 
residue or from chemical reagents and powders previously applied to the surface. The 
wavelengths traditionally used for these purposes range from 350 nm to 780 nm used with 
yellow, red or orange barrier filters in place to reduce the excitation light and maximize the 
visible fluoresence.53 
 In the case of UV radiation, however, a barrier filter is not required as no fluorescent 
reaction takes place. The success of RUVIS in latent print detection is attributed to two 
reasons. The first involves the specific components of friction ridge residues. These 
components that make up the water-soluble and water-insoluble print composition, such as 
amino acids and lipids, are highly UV-absorbing.61,62 Materials that demonstrate a high 
absorbance of UV radiation have been shown to be highly reflective in the UV region as 
well, facilitating RUVIS detection.61  
Second, RUVIS capitalizes on the light reflectance and scattering that results from 
differences in depth of a surface as UV rays strike the substrate. Because friction ridge 
impressions contain water, fats, salts and amino acids, there is a thickness and three 
dimensionality to the prints that maximally and diffusely scatter UV rays.61 Light scattering 
has also been shown to increase as the illuminating wavelength decreases.61 A diffuse 
scattering signifies that regardless of angle of incidence of UV radiation, the light reflected 
back is uniform and a portion of the light rays will always be able to enter the RUVIS 
instrument. This diffuse scattering is different from the way in which light scatters and 
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reflects from a flat surface. Surface reflection is less widespread and is dependent on the 
angle of incidence. Based on principles of light physics, the angle of reflection equals the 
angle of incidence.63 Therefore, only a small amount of stray, reflected rays would enter 
the RUVIS. Consequently, because light reacts differently when illuminated on friction 
ridges versus its flat surface substrate, there is enough contrast between the reflections to 
distinguish the ridges from its background (Figure 6).  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Reflection of UV radiation rays. (A) Angle of incidence (1) equals angle of reflection 
(2) on a flat surface; and (B) diffuse scattering of light rays on a textured surface. 
 
 In practice, a UV radiation source of ideally 254 nm is first illuminated upon a 
surface. The reflected radiation that enters the RUVIS from the 3-D friction ridges will 
appear bright, while the background appears dark. The background remains dark because 
there are no rays reflected from the substrate surface that will enter the RUVIS instrument. 
This contrast between light and dark is what forms the image of the print, which may be 
viewed by the RUVIS through a UV image intensifier. The UV intensifier is a component 
within the instrument that amplifies signal and converts the UV radiation that has entered 
the instrument to visible green light. The resulting green light may be viewed through an 
eyepiece, thereby displaying a real-time image of the print (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Schematic of RUVIS SceneScope® mechanism 
 
 RUVIS models include KrimeSite™ by Sirchie and DCS5 Core Imaging System 
by Foster + Freeman. The model used in this study is the SceneScope® Advance by SPEX 
Forensic Group. Components of this RUVIS include a filter, quartz photographic lens, UV 
intensifier, and eyepiece. As UV radiation enters the RUVIS, it first passes through an 
interference bandpass filter centered at 254 nm, which prevents non-UV radiation from 
entering the instrument; this is what allows the RUVIS to be operational even in ambient 
light.) The UV radiation then enters a 60 mm quartz lens, which captures and images the 
light off the latent print. From the quartz lens, light next enters the input window of the UV 
intensifier, which converts UV radiation to visible green light. Once converted, the 
eyepiece refocuses the image so that it is formatted to be observed by the human eye. If 
desired, this image can be captured by a digital single-lens reflex camera (DSLR) or similar 
capture device.  
 When used at a crime scene to scan for potential latent prints, the SceneScope® is 
used independently from any other equipment, besides the UV radiation source. Once 
located, a photograph of the print in situ may be taken by attaching a DSLR camera to its 
eyepiece. The main benefit of this system is that photographs of unprocessed latent prints 
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may be captured at the crime scene with no additional treatment needed. This gives the 
RUVIS a great advantage, as there is no risk of over-powdering, over-fuming, smudging, 
or physical manipulation of the prints. However, if the examiner so chooses, additional 
treatments may be applied after RUVIS scanning and then re-examined with RUVIS. This 
way, a before-treatment and an after-treatment photograph are documented. The 
application of other techniques, such as powdering or CFM, in conjunction with RUVIS 
has been shown to increase sensitivity when photographing the print.4,53,64,65  
 Other advantages of RUVIS include its ability to scan large areas quickly and in 
real-time, and operate under ambient light. Concerning optical processes, typically one 
major drawback of fluorescence is the fact that the surrounding area must be dark enough 
to visualize the fluorescent reaction. Because UV radiation does not induce fluorescence, 
any lighting conditions are suitable for searches. The ability for background dropout is 
another prominent feature of RUVIS. Because only UV radiation from friction ridges is 
able to be viewed, any background patterns or images of the substrate are greatly 
minimized.55,57,58,65,66 This is especially advantageous when the substrate surface is multi-
colored, or its color would hinder contrast between the surface and its latent print.  
 While there are plenty advantages to this development technique, one major 
disadvantage of RUVIS is its limitations with surface type. RUVIS has been found to have 
very limited success with textured surfaces, and even less success with porous 
substrates.32,64,65 Because RUVIS relies on depth and three-dimensionality, textured 
surfaces will cause UV radiation from the substrate to be detected as well. Additionally, 
the nature of UV radiation was found to be harmful to biological material. This includes 
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the potential biological material present on a surface, such as body fluids or epithelial cells, 
or within the latent print. UV radiation is destructive to DNA due to dimer formation 
between thymine or cytosine base pairs, known as a pericyclic reaction.67,68 This causes a 
conformational disruption within the DNA strand which replication enzymes are not able 
to copy. 
 Crime scene examiners and criminalists who operate UV lamps with RUVIS are 
also at risk of health hazards. Within recent years especially, much research has gone into 
the harmful effects of UV radiation. It has been shown to provoke acute burning and 
corneal damage, accelerate aging, and increase risks for skin cancer.69 For these reasons, 
personal protective equipment is highly necessary, including opaque clothing, lab coats, 
opaque gloves, face shields, and sunscreen. 
Previous works have explored the application of CFM and RUVIS on latent 
prints.64,70,71 In terms of its mechanism, theoretically the application of CFM on print 
residue should dramatically enhance RUVIS detection due to the resultant polymerizations 
along ridge residue. Accumulation of ECA increases scattering, enabling RUVIS to more 
easily detect and capture clear, relatively high-detail images. However, there has been 
limited success on this particular combination of treatment techniques. One reason for this 
may be the lack of effectiveness of CFM due to the age and level of degradation of prints. 
Loss of a latent print’s aqueous component and changes in chemical components greatly 
hinder CFM. As a result, much experimentation has gone into the role and benefits of 
humidity pretreatments prior to CFM, as water is thought to enhance its initiators. 31-34 
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1.4 Latent Print Analysis 
 After detection and collection steps are taken to document friction ridge evidence, 
typically in the form of a photograph, the prints are analyzed and evaluated. Examination 
is performed by latent print examiners who are trained to make individualizations or 
exclusions regarding the source of a print. This is accomplished by observing ridge flow, 
path, and thickness. Other features such as level two minutiae and level three ridge 
characteristics, are evaluated as well. Examiners follow the ACE-V method when 
comparing two friction ridge impressions, which entails the ordered process of analysis, 
comparison, evaluation and verification.  
 
1.4.1 ACE-V  
 The first step of analysis necessitates the determination of whether a print is of 
sufficient quality to make comparisons.4,19,20,31 A series of steps and questions must be 
completed in order to properly deem a print of suitable quality for comparison.20 Often, 
only partial prints are recovered from a crime scene and do not provide enough reliable, 
distinguishable features to warrant further investigation. Alternatively, a full or 
predominantly full print is encountered, but was deposited in such a way that distorts ridge 
detail and clarity. Examples include swiping, crushing or flattening friction ridge skin 
against the surface, resulting in overlapping ridges, ridge discontinuity, or loss of minutiae. 
In cases when a print is interpretable, class and individual characteristics are scrutinized. 
Class characteristics are general features of a print that fit into categories or classes of 
friction ridge patterns, but alone are not enough to define uniqueness. Individual 
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characteristics, however, do represent features unique to the individual, such as scars, 
birthmarks, or minutiae.  
 In the United States, forensic latent print examination operates via a “level one”, 
“level two”, and “level three” detail classification system. Overall ridge flow, orientation, 
pattern type, and focal points are considered level one details. Level one details are prime 
examples of class characteristics, and therefore may not be used to make identifications. 
They can, however, be used for exclusions. The three main pattern types are loops, arches 
and whorls (Figure 8).4,18,31 Loops are the most common friction ridge pattern, making up 
approximately 60% of pattern types. They are defined by “one or more friction ridges that 
enter on one side, recurve or touch an imaginary line between a delta and core and flow 
out on the same side as the friction ridges entered”.4,72 Arches occur when ridges “enter 
one side of the impression and flow out to the other side with a rise or wave in the 
center”.4,72 This pattern makes up approximately 5% of all pattern types, with subcategories 
including plain or tented arches.  Lastly, whorls make up approximately 35% of print 
patterns and are defined by “friction ridges that make up a complete circuit” and flows with 
no real beginnings or ends.4,72  
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Figure 8. Friction ridge pattern types and minutiae 
 Level two and three details, in contrast, are considered individual characteristics 
and are therefore used in identifications and making inclusions. Level two detail accounts 
for ridge path (continuous versus non-continuous), ridge type, location, direction, and 
spatial relationships. Minutiae points are also considered level two detail, depicting events 
along a ridge path such as ridge endings, ridge bifurcations, and short ridges. Other 
minutiae types that stem from the previously mentioned include ridge enclosures, islands, 
spurs, and crossovers (Figure 8). Level three detail encompasses the most individualizing 
level of print characteristics, depicting a friction ridge’s dimensional attributes including 
width, edge shape, and arrangement of sweat pores. These are only available for 
examination when the print is comprehensive and of very high quality. Furthermore, 
imperfections within the skin such as scars, birthmarks, cuts or scrapes are considered level 
three details since these features are specific to the individual. However, the capture or 
reproducibility of level three details by an impression upon deposition cannot be 
guaranteed.   
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 After analysis, the comparison step is followed. Evidentiary prints may be either 
compared to an exemplar print, or searched against a database. An exemplar print is a 
reliable friction ridge impression of a known source, often collected in a controlled 
environment. An example includes inked fingerprints from a suspect collected upon arrest. 
In instances of no potential suspects, the questioned print may be entered into a fingerprint 
database that searches for possible fingerprint “matches” with known offenders. An 
automated fingerprint identification system (AFIS) is a biometric identification 
methodology that uses digital technology to obtain, store, and analyze fingerprint data.1,4,19 
The largest fingerprint database previously in use by the FBI was the Integrated Automated 
Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS), composed of more than 70 million criminal 
history records.73,74 Today, a new system known as the Next Generation Identification 
(NGI) has replaced IAFIS and contains the world’s largest electronic repository of 
biometric information.75 A perpetual limitation of these databases, however, lies in its 
inability to produce absolute matches. Even if the true source of an unknown fingerprint is 
entered into the database, AFIS may not report the two prints as possible matches due to 
variations in print deposition, print quality, or temporary physiologic discrepancies. 
Therefore, the program is designed to calculate probabilities of matches based on the 
number of similar print characteristics. A list is then compiled of top match probabilities 
which examiners cross-reference and manually examine to ensure accuracy, reliability, and 
validity.  
 Once two prints are selected for comparison, the examiner will first compare level 
one details. If all patterns are similar, the examiner moves on to level two details and 
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searches for similarities within the same configuration and orientation. If possible, level 
three details are then studied until all patterns and friction ridges are exhausted. Subsequent 
to comparison, evaluation of the results is performed to determine the strength of the 
match.4,17,32 This is the stage in which inconsistencies are assessed, including any level 
details that should result in an exclusion. When assessing confidence in one’s conclusions, 
the examiner must also be cognizant of the potential variations that may occur between two 
prints of the same source. Because the occurrence of a complete replication is nearly 
impossible, a general rule of thumb remains: the less clear a print is, the more tolerant of 
variation the examiner should be.4 Its inverse remains true as well. Distortions, smudging, 
or temporary cuts are all just a few reasons for deviations between print depositions.  
 After the consideration of tolerance levels, the examiner must also step back to 
reflect on the number and combination of level details found to be similar. The examiner 
must use his or her training and expert opinion to determine whether the specific 
combination of level detail is enough to justify an individualization. In 1911, Locard 
suggested 12 corresponding points were adequate to deem a print individualizing. Many 
countries have followed suit since, requiring a specific quantity of matching minutiae to 
verify a reliable and valid identification. These countries include Belgium, France, Ireland, 
Poland, Japan and Israel, which adopted the 12-point requirement. Germany, Holland, 
Sweden, and Switzerland follow a less stringent rule of 8 to 12 points.4,32  
 In the United States and Canada, there is no numerical requirement. Instead, a more 
“holistic” approach has been implemented.17,19,20  In this approach, examiners will compare 
and evaluate matches based on a case-by-case basis, examining the particular combination 
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of quantity and quality of level details. In 1973, the International Association for 
Identification (IAI) established that there was no valid basis in assigning a pre-determined 
number of points to constitute a match. Furthermore, by 1995 the Ne’Urim Declaration 
asserted there was “no scientific basis requiring a specific number of matching friction 
ridge characteristics for a fingerprint identification”.76 Other countries have since followed 
these guidelines, including Australia, Norway, and most recently the United Kingdom who 
switched from a 16-point system to the holistic approach in 2001.17,32,77  
 The final step in latent print examination is verification. This is necessary due to 
the inherently subjective nature of latent print examination. For this reason, new standards 
and protocols were implemented to combat this issue. The latest suggestions are 
summarized in the President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) 
report of 2016 under President Barack Obama.1 Validation and verification of latent print 
conclusions may occur through a variety of methods, but most commonly a technical 
review is performed. One or more additional latent print examiners will conduct his or her 
own independent comparison without any previous knowledge of the first examiner’s 
results. To further ensure competency and accurate examination technique, proficiency 
tests, continual training, and software validations are routinely performed. 
 
1.4.2 Influences of Print Aging on Latent Print Examination 
 The phenomenon of print aging is one unavoidable and detrimental factor to the 
quality of latent print processing. Aging is the process in which friction ridge impressions 
are exposed to a certain environment for a period of time after their deposition. This 
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environment may range from a dry, cold and completely dark setting, to a warm, humid 
and highly illuminated environment. Consequently, factors such as time of exposure, 
temperature, humidity, lighting, airflow, debris, etc. all have impacts on the integrity of a 
friction ridge impression and its chemical components. As a result, challenges in the 
detection and collection of latent prints exposed to harsh environmental conditions have 
inspired research of pretreatment methods prior to the application of chemical, physical, or 
optical-based enhancement methods.78 
 Perhaps the most prominent changes of the aging process are loss of water content 
and alteration of chemical composition. The evaporation of a print’s aqueous component 
and its associated sweat residues poses a significant loss.4,16,46,49 There has been some 
ongoing debate as to the actual percentage of water content within recent years, with one 
study claiming as little as 20%.8 There have also been studies claiming a majority of the 
water lost during exposure occurs within the first 18 hours after print deposition, and nearly 
85% of water is lost in the first two weeks.50,46 As a latent print dries, ability to visualize 
ridge impressions is inhibited for a variety of processing techniques. For example, latent 
print powders will be less absorbed by the print’s moisture and surface adhesion between 
powder and oil components will be severely hindered.4 The loss of water through 
evaporation also impacts the effectiveness of RUVIS. The main reason for RUVIS’s 
success in latent print detection is due to its thickness from friction ridge residues. The 
significant water content and larger biomolecules present within the ridges contribute to its 
depth and dimension. However, when the aqueous component of latent prints is removed 
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due to evaporation and is compounded with the impact of surface and environmental 
conditions, RUVIS is predicted to be greatly ineffective.32,57  
 Additionally, changes in chemical composition due to print degradation affect 
chemical and physical processing techniques as well. Chemicals that previously reacted 
with either amino acids, salts, or lipids will experience hindered efficacy.4,36,79 Most 
notably, squalene, oleic, and palmitoleic acid were all observed to experience severe 
degradation through oxidation due to aging.45 One of the most common development 
techniques, CFM, is also greatly affected by changes in chemical composition and water 
content. The quality of a print is dependent on ability to polymerize ECA monomers, 
continue the growth of its structures along print ridges, and generate optimal contrast. 
These interactions are dependent on the chemicals within its residue.43 During the aging 
process, initiation and chain propagation are the steps most impeded due to the breakdown 
of initiators.45,50 Lactic acid, sodium lactate, carboxylic acids, and amine groups within 
amino acids are among the print components that have been shown to act as initiators.4,43,50  
 Loss of water content also renders CFM as an inadequate processing method. The 
reasons behind this have been disputed within the literature, with some researchers 
claiming water is an initiator due to its hydroxyl groups. Wargacki and Dadmun, however, 
have campaigned the assertion that water is not an initiator of ECA polymerization, after 
performing a series of experiments spanning between 2005-2015.16,19,35,44,46 Their 
conclusions claim that the formation of ECA polymers requires anions be solvated by 
water, but that water itself is not the initiator.43 More specifically, their results have 
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demonstrated that sodium lactate and carboxylic acids were most affected by moisture loss, 
inhibiting successful CFM.  
 In an effort to combat the consequences of latent print aging, techniques have been 
developed within recent years to either reverse or alleviate its deterioration processes. The 
literature has since coined processes of degradation reversal as print “rejuvenation” and 
“revival”. One highly researched technique is the application of humidity in order to re-
introduce moisture to the print. Introducing humidity to a print sample was tested through 
a variety of methods, including water vapor, the “breathing method”, and freeze-thaw 
technique. 43,46,50 When using water vapor, a beaker of water over a hot plate or commercial 
vaporizer is placed inside an enclosed space with the prints for a period of time. One study 
demonstrated an increase in mass when prints were exposed to room temperature water 
vapor, but a decrease in mass when exposed to boiling water vapor.43 The breathing method 
was an earlier technique that has since become obsolete. Short breaths were essentially 
“huffed” over the sample prior to treatment.50 This technique appeared to greatly improve 
sample quality, though DNA contamination was a high and unpreventable risk. The freeze-
thaw technique required print samples be frozen and immediately thawed prior to 
treatment, re-introducing water through induced condensation.50 An additional benefit was 
that freezing essentially “set” the fingerprints on its substrate, cementing print integrity.  
 Other more recent methods of print rejuvenation involve treatment with either basic 
or acidic vaporous solutions. Basic solutions recently investigated include ammonia, 
diethyl amine, and methylamine. These solutions have been shown to induce greater 
polymerization of cyanoacrylate as they enhance the functionality of amine groups within 
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the print residues.4,16,80 However, application of diethyl amine did produce greater risks of 
over-fuming. Other studies have replaced these solutions with ethanolamine, methyl amine 
or ammonium gas.46,50 The application of acidic solutions such as acetic acid vapor were 
studied as well, which resulted in an increased mass of latent prints.4,46 It is hypothesized 
that acetic acid positively influences carboxylic initiators.4,16  
 
1.5 Study Purpose 
 The effects of aging on latent print processing are an indisputable phenomenon that 
has propelled continual research for possible solutions in its reversal or amelioration. 
Consequently, a myriad of single treatments and combination of treatments have been 
studied, with some results more substantial and reproducible than others. Examples include 
pretreatment with water vapor, ammonia, acetic acid, alanine, sodium lactate, and 
diethylamine prior to the application and utilization of CFM, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), or Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR).44-50   
However, one avenue that has not been thoroughly investigated is the application 
of humidity treatments prior to RUVIS on aged latent prints. It is hypothesized here that 
applying humidity will enhance RUVIS detection by causing the protein, salts, and other 
friction ridge residues to absorb atmospheric water and become rehydrated. If so, the latent 
print’s thickness and depth may increase, enabling successful RUVIS detection and 
collection. It is further hypothesized that after sufficient rehydration, CFM will regain 
effectiveness as well and further contribute to the print’s dimensionality, maximizing 
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RUVIS detection and collection. If proven successful, a new protocol for aged latent print 
processing may be established. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1 Palmprint Deposition 
Hands were washed with soap and water for approximately one minute, three hours 
prior to print deposition. Within the three-hour interval, normal activities were resumed. 
The use of sebaceous prints over eccrine prints was selected to mimic realistic latent prints 
encountered at a crime scene. The literature has also suggested “natural marks” be utilized 
instead of “groomed marks” whenever possible, as grooming markedly alters print 
chemical composition.51,81,82 As previously mentioned, pressure, direction of force, and 
print residue composition may all influence the resultant ridge impression and its 
subsequent analysis. In order to control for these factors, palmprints were selected over 
fingerprints so that multiple print slides could be generated at the same time with one 
deposition, guaranteeing consistent force, pressure, and composition. With gloved hands, 
six microscope slides (Fisherbrand®, Pittsburgh, PA) were cleaned with alcohol wipes and 
allowed to dry. Each slide was labeled “P”, for palmprint, a number corresponding to its 
specific region within the palm, and finally “R” or “L” for right palm or left palm (Figure 
9). Left palmprints were designated for cool temperature treatments while right palmprints 
were reserved for warm temperature treatments. The date and investigator’s initials were 
also documented. 
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Figure 9. Diagram of experimental setup for palmprint deposition. Print deposition occurred 
on 3 inch x 1 inch microscope slides. (A) Cool treatment group setup for left palmprint. (B) Warm 
treatment group setup for right palmprint. Image source: Metrónomo, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
Without disturbing or touching the top surface, the six slides were grouped in a 
three by two array. The slides were oriented so that frosted labels faced the outside of the 
array, leaving a clean, open area of glass for palmprint deposition. After removing the right 
glove and allowing approximately two minutes to pass for evaporation of any excess sweat, 
the right palm was pressed onto the grouping of microscope slides with an even and 
consistent pressure. Immediately after deposition, the general location of the each print was 
delineated with a marker for all slides, being cognizant not to disturb friction ridges. The 
same process was repeated for the left palmprint on a new set of microscope slides. Each 
palmprint was created in duplicate and carried through to all pretreatments and treatments. 
 
2.1.1 Capturing a RUVIS Photo 
Control photographs were taken for two slides of each palmprint using RUVIS 
(SPEX Forensics, Edison, New Jersey) and a Canon EOS Rebel T5i DSLR with 50mm 
A B
A 
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lens (Canon Inc., Lake Success, New York) to verify clear and viable print deposition 
(Figure 10). The SC-Viewer-AD(-200) SceneScope® was first attached to a Sirchstand 
(Sirchie®, Youngsville, North Carolina) and set at nine inches above the surface plane. 
Once secure, an interference 254nm BP40 UV bandpass filter was inserted into the 60mm 
focal length quartz photographic lens and DSLR attached to the eyepiece. The DSLR 
viewfinder was visualized through the Canon Utilities Digital Photo Professional software 
program (v. 3.13.0.1, Canon Inc., Lake Success, New York) for easily adjustable setting 
control and larger real-time imaging.  
 
  
Figure 10. Setup of RUVIS SceneScope® with DSLR and accompanying Canon Utilities 
computer software program  
 
Following RUVIS and camera installation, manual adjustments were made to the 
camera lens and SceneScope® quartz lens to achieve the best possible image, covering a 
surface area of approximately one square inch. UV radiation at 254 nm (Spectroline®, 
Westbury, NY) was used to probe print slides and required several manipulations to find 
the best angle of incidence that would maximize RUVIS detection. When the optimal angle 
of incidence was reached (typically between 10 to 20 degrees) and appropriate exposure 
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settings selected, the RUVIS image was captured. Several images were consequently 
captured over the same area with slightly altered camera settings to create a broad selection 
of RUVIS images for each print. 
 
2.2 Palmprint Aging 
 A shallow, clear plastic container was used as the vessel in which to “age” both 
palmprints. To facilitate air flow, three holes were drilled into each side of the container. 
The palmprint slides were then placed in the container and covered with a clear lid. This 
was done to reduce dust or artifacts from settling on top of the prints, as it would interfere 
with RUVIS scanning. The container was then placed on a southwest facing windowsill 
with open blinds for natural sun exposure. Slides were stored under these conditions for 
pre-designated amounts of time including one day, three days, one week, two weeks, three 
weeks, and four weeks. At the end of each time point, the slides were removed and 
examined with RUVIS. The precise area captured by RUVIS and DSLR photography was 
marked, allowing the same area to be reviewed after each sequential treatment. This area 
was selected based on where friction ridges were most clear and plentiful. 
 Control, or “before-treatment”, photographs were taken using the same techniques 
and specifications as outlined in Section 2.1.1 Capturing a RUVIS Photo. Camera 
conditions in this instance were: f-stop of 2.5, shutter speed of 1/8, ISO of 100, auto-white 
balance, and multi-shot setting.  
 
2.3 Humidity Pretreatment  
 Preliminary experiments were previously conducted to give indications of whether 
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RH would bear any effect on the rejuvenation of aged latent palmprints. Prints were aged 
in a sealed, dark container for similar periods of time to the current experiment, and then 
exposed to 80% RH for varying hours. Print aging was executed in isolation from UV 
radiation and air flow influences to assess baseline results of print degradation, ensuring 
RH to be the only contributing factor of improvement. A value of 80% RH was selected 
based on literature findings concluding that maximal print rejuvenation occurred at 80% 
RH and 75 degrees Fahrenheit (°F).48,49 RH pretreatment exposures of 6 hours, 18 hours, 
and 24 hours were consequently tested. A pre-calibrated AcuRite® 00613 Indoor Humidity 
hygrometer (Chaney Instrument Company, Lake Geneva, WI) was used to ensure constant 
RH levels and to monitor possible fluctuations. Assessment of RH pretreatment effects was 
accomplished through qualitative observations of RUVIS data. This preliminary 
experiment confirmed 80% RH for 24 hours as the best pretreatment condition.  
Following the documentation and capture of before-treatment photographs, slides 
were placed in air-tight glass containers, accompanied with a hygrometer and potassium 
chloride (KCl) solution to control for humidity. Potassium chloride (Sigma Aldrich, 
Cleveland, OH) was used to maintain an 80% relative humidity (RH) level.49,83,84 Long-
standing research has established set temperature and salt solution conditions to maintain 
specific RH levels.83-85 
 For the current study, warm humidity treatment utilized a saturated aqueous 
solution containing 1.5 grams of KCl into 600 µL of distilled water, producing a RH level 
of 80%. Latent print slides, KCl, and a hygrometer were sealed and placed in an oven 
(Barnstead Thermolyne Sigma Aldrich, Haverhill, MA) at approximately 80°F for 24 
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hours. For cool humidity treatment, 3 grams of KCl was mixed with 1.5 mL of distilled 
water to obtain 80% RH level. Preceding optimization experiments demonstrated a greater 
volume of salt and water was required to achieve 80% RH for colder temperatures. In 
accordance, print slides were sealed in a separate chamber with KCl and a hygrometer, and 
placed in a refrigerator (Sanyo, San Diego, CA) at 40°F for 24 hours. 
 After the elapse of 24-hour pretreatment, both sets of slides were removed from 
their containers, recording both averages and ranges for humidity and temperature levels. 
RUVIS images were then collected to serve as “after-pretreatment” photographs, making 
sure to capture the previously marked print areas. Identical RUVIS setup was used with 
camera settings of: f-stop of 9, shutter speed of 1”6, ISO of 100, auto-white balance, and 
multi-shot setting. 
 
2.4 CFM Treatment 
 Using a portable ECA fuming chamber (The SarfariLand Group, Ontario, CA), 
slides were hung from the top of the chamber using provided clips. A fuming wand (The 
SarfariLand Group, Ontario, CA) was then inserted into the closed chamber, ignited, and 
allowed to fume for approximately one minute (Figure 11).86 The slides were then removed 
and scanned with the RUVIS, capturing “after-treatment” photos of marked areas. Print 
slides were then placed back into the chamber and fumed for an additional 30 seconds 
followed by RUVIS photography. The slides were subsequently fumed two more times for 
approximately 1 minute each, with RUVIS photos captured after each fuming application. 
The best photos were then selected for processing by digital enhancement. Camera settings 
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were: f-stop of 5.6 to 8, shutter speed of 0.8, ISO of 100, auto-white balance, and multi-
shot setting. 
 
Figure 11. ECA fuming chamber with fuming wand 
 
2.5 Digital Enhancement 
 All RUVIS data was reviewed and the highest quality photos were selected for 
digital enhancement using Adobe Photoshop Elements 10 (version 10.0, Adobe® Systems 
Incorporated, San Jose, CA). The following steps were repeated across all photos to ensure 
consistency for appropriate evaluation and comparison during latent print analysis. 
A.   Under “Enhance”, convert the photo to black and white, and select “Infrared Effect” 
−Adjust the red intensity value to mitigate any over-exposed areas of the 
photo 
B.   Burn and dodge appropriate areas of the photo from the toolbar to darken and 
illuminate ridge details of the print 
C.   Under “Layer”, select “New Adjustment Layer” and invert the photo 
D.   Under “Adjust Lighting”, select “Levels”, and slide outer arrows to the edges of the 
histogram  
−If needed, adjust the middle arrow for the most appropriate lighting or 
slightly adjust the output level 
E.   Under “Adjust Sharpness”, enter “85%” in the custom preset field  
F.   Under “Image”, select “Mode” and convert to gray scale 
G.   Save file 
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2.6 Latent Print Analysis 
 RUVIS data was assessed based on four factors: minutiae count, percent print 
recovery, ridge thickness, and contrast. These factors were chosen to evaluate the 
effectiveness of different treatments on aged latent palmprints, in which treatments were 
designated as control, warm or cool humidity, and warm or cool humidity combined with 
CFM. Measurement of these factors enabled each print to be quantified, so that any 
differences or improvements in print aging could be statistically analyzed. 
 
2.6.1 Minutiae Count 
 Each latent print photo was manually searched for the following level two minutiae: 
ridge endings, bifurcations, short ridges, ridge enclosures, islands, spurs, crossovers, deltas, 
and dots. General ridge flow and level one details were traced in white using the pencil 
function in Preview (v. 8.0 (859.21), Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA). After all ridges were 
traced, level two details were circled. Ridge endings were circled in red, bifurcations were 
circled in blue, and less common minutiae such as islands, dots, crossovers, and deltas were 
circled in yellow. For cases in which the detail was ambiguous or area of the photograph 
unclear, minutiae were not marked. Each print was searched multiple times to ensure no 
details were missed. Once satisfied, all marked minutiae were counted and recorded. This 
process was repeated for all prints.  
 
2.6.2 Percent Print Recovery 
 A precursory review of RUVIS photos suggested differences in print recovery 
between each treatment. For example, while one treatment displayed ridge detail in about 
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70% of the print area, another treatment of the same print showed details in approximately 
80% of the area. By this observation, it was realized that the treatments not only highlighted 
existing ridge detail (an initial hypothesis), but also revealed additional ridges not 
previously detected by RUVIS. Therefore, to accurately compare changes in ridge detail 
within a given area of a print, the percent print recovery was calculated.  
 Using an image editor program, GIMP (v. 2.8.20, GNU Image Manipulation 
Program), a RUVIS photo was uploaded and a new layer created. Under this new layer, the 
paint tool was used to paint over areas of the print that had discernible ridge detail. Once 
all ridges were filled in, the number of pixels for that layer was retrieved from its histogram 
information. The bottom layer containing the actual print image was then selected and 
number of total pixels recorded from its histogram. This value represented the total area of 
the photo, while the top layer represented the total area of the palmprint ridges. Percentage 
of ridge detail was therefore calculated by dividing the total number of pixels with ridge 
detail by the total number of pixels of the entire image. This process was repeated for all 
prints and recorded.  
 
2.6.3 Ridge Thickness 
 The present protocol for measuring ridge thickness was modified from multiple 
studies concerning the assessment of ridge width and level three detail.79-87 Photos were 
uploaded and saved onto the image editor program, GIMP. Three representative areas 
containing clear and consistent ridges within a print were selected. A red line was drawn 
perpendicular to the ridges in each area, spanning approximately 7-15 ridges (Figure 12). 
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Each ridge along the red line was measured using the program’s measurement tool, making 
sure to measure the full width of the ridge. Values were recorded for each ridge width and 
measured twice to ensure accuracy. Because all measurements were in pixels, numeric 
values were converted to micrometers (µm) by multiplying the pixel value by 8, since it 
was determined that 1 pixel=8 µm. Once converted to µm, an average was taken of the two 
thickness measurements and then the ridge thicknesses of each red lined area was averaged. 
Finally, the three areas were averaged to get a total average ridge width for the entire print. 
The same process and same representative areas were used between treatments of the same 
print. The entire procedure was then repeated for each time point and its measurements 
recorded. 
 
Figure 12. Ridge thickness measurement example 
 
2.6.4 Contrast 
 Contrast information was obtained by visualizing the histograms of each print. In 
the context of photography, contrast is the distinction between the lightest and darkest 
portions of an image. To increase contrast signifies an increase in the separation between 
light and dark, effectively making highlights brighter and shadows darker. One measure of 
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contrast may therefore be the spread of intensity values of an image. Each pixel of an image 
holds a certain intensity value that measures its brightness. A histogram displays where 
these specific values fall along a gray scale spectrum, with the left side representing 
shadows and right side representing highlights. The areas in between are classified as 
“midtones", and fall between the extreme shadows and highlights. Therefore, the greater 
the spread of pixel intensity values, the better the contrast. For this reason, standard 
deviation values of pixel intensities for each photo were used as a measurement of contrast, 
as standard deviation is a measure of the spread of data.88 This information was obtained 
from the image’s histogram.  
 Additionally, specific shapes and trends within the histograms were considered as 
well. Areas along the spectrum with the highest collection of pixel intensities were noted 
between treatment groups. If two peaks formed on varying ends of the scale, it was 
presumed the image possessed high contrast. If one peak was present, especially centered 
about the middle of the histogram, low contrast was assumed. Because this aspect could 
not be quantified, trends and changes in the histogram shapes between treatments were 
instead qualitatively observed. 
 
2.6.5 Statistical Analysis 
 Initial review of RUVIS data required computation of basic statistics including 
average and standard deviation values for response factors of each RUVIS photo. Response 
factors included minutiae count, ridge thickness, percent print recovery, and contrast 
standard deviation. To assess meaningful differences between treatments, paired t-tests 
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were performed to evaluate the effects of treatment and temperature. For this study, the cut 
off for statistical significance was a p-value of less than 0.05.    
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3. RESULTS  
Overall evaluation of RUVIS photos across treatments and time illustrated the 
capabilities of RUVIS detection through its collection of high-quality latent prints (Table 
1 and Table 2). Upon review, clear improvements were depicted between treatment and 
control photos for both cool and warm temperatures. Further examination of warm 
temperature latent prints displayed obvious elevations in contrast and print recovery for 
early time points between day 1 to week 1. However, less evident increases were seen 
during later time points of week 2 to week 4. In contrast, cool temperature groups displayed 
the opposite trend. Earlier time points of day 1 and day 3 showed minimal improvement, 
while week 1 to week 4 distinctly illustrated a progressive increase in print recovery and 
overall clarity.  
 
Table 1. Digitally enhanced RUVIS photos of latent prints subjected to warm humidity, with 
or without CFM. Humidity conditions were maintained at 80°F and 80% RH with 1-2 minutes of 
CFM. Control conditions were approximately 68°F and 57% RH. Photos represent one set of 
palmprints per condition and serve as representative samples of the RUVIS data. 
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Table 2. Digitally enhanced RUVIS photos of latent prints subjected to cool humidity, with 
or without CFM. Humidity conditions were maintained at 40°F and 80% RH with 2-3 minutes 
of CFM. Control conditions were approximately 68°F and 57% RH. Photos represent one set of 
palmprints per condition and serve as representative samples of the RUVIS data. 
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3.1 Quantitation and Analysis of RUVIS Latent Print Photos 
 After visual examination, quantitative results were measured to corroborate or 
refute previous qualitative observations and ameliorate subjectivity issues. Data for 
minutiae count, percent print recovery, ridge thickness, and contrast were collected for each 
latent print photo and served as dependent variables to measure effects of treatment and 
temperature. Average and standard deviation values were calculated based on duplicate 
prints created from each latent palmprint slide (Table 3 to Table 6).  
 
Table 3. Minutiae count averages and standard deviations. The data displays minutiae counts 
of RUVIS photos from Tables 1 and 2. 
 Warm Treatment Cool Treatment 
 Control H* H+CFM† Control H* H+CFM† 
Day 1 (Set 1) 54 62 62 73 109 115 
Day 1 (Set 2) 60 67 59 69 115 123 
Average 57±4.24 64.5±3.54 60.5±2.12 71±2.83 112±4.24 119±5.66 
Day 3 (Set 1) 43 51 39 43 53 42 
Day 3 (Set 2) 47 53 53 47 51 50 
Average 45±2.83 52±1.41 46±9.90 46±4.24 55±2.83 59±2.83 
Week 1 (Set 1) 37 52 65 31 35 55 
Week 1 (Set 2) 43 54 57 29 39 65 
Average 40±4.24 53±1.41 61±5.66 30±1.41 37±2.83 60±7.07 
Week 2 (Set 1) 79 81 110 79 77 97 
Week 2 (Set 2) 71 75 112 73 71 89 
Average 75±5.66 78±4.24 111±1.41 76±4.24 74±4.24 93±5.66 
Week 3 (Set 1) 25 32 39 38 41 45 
Week 3 (Set 2) 29 42 31 42 47 39 
Average 27±2.83 37±7.07 35±5.66 40±2.83 44±4.24 42±4.24 
Week 4 (Set 1) 37 19 19 21 24 34 
Week 4 (Set 2) 31 21 15 25 22 26 
Average 34±4.24 20±1.41 17±2.83 23±2.83 23±1.41 30±5.66 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
Shading indicates an increase when compared to control values 
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Table 4. Percent print recovery averages and standard deviations.* The data displays percent 
print recoveries of RUVIS photos from Tables 1 and 2. 
 
*Percentages are represented as decimals values 
†= Humidity 
‡= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
Shading indicates an increase when compared to control values
 Warm Treatment Cool Treatment 
 Control H† H+CFM‡ Control H† H+CFM‡ 
Day 1 (Set 1) 0.88 0.86 0.95 0.64 0.68 0.65 
Day 1 (Set 2) 0.83 0.91 0.90 0.62 0.68 0.71 
Average 0.85±0.04 0.88±0.03 0.92±0.04 0.63±0.02 0.68±0.00 0.68±0.04 
Day 3 (Set 1) 0.80 0.96 0.97 0.83 0.87 0.90 
Day 3 (Set 2) 0.80 0.92 0.90 0.76 0.84 0.76 
Average 0.80±0.00 0.94±0.03 0.94±0.05 0.80±0.05 0.85±0.02 0.83±0.01 
Week 1 (Set 1) 0.90 0.99 1.00 0.86 0.94 0.99 
Week 1 (Set 2) 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.95 0.99 
Average 0.88±0.02 1.00±0.01 1.00±0.00 0.86±0.01 0.94±0.01 0.99±0.00 
Week 2 (Set 1) 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.79 0.85 0.99 
Week 2 (Set 2) 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.78 0.98 
Average 1.00±0.00 1.00±0.00 1.00±0.00 0.81±0.02 0.81±0.05 0.99±0.01 
Week 3 (Set 1) 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.82 0.95 0.96 
Week 3 (Set 2) 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.94 0.97 
Average 1.00±0.00 1.00±0.01 1.00±0.00 0.84±0.03 0.95±0.01 0.96±0.01 
Week 4 (Set 1) 1.00 0.91 0.87 0.90 0.98 0.99 
Week 4 (Set 2) 0.98 0.83 0.84 0.94 0.99 1.00 
Average 1.00±0.00 0.87±0.06 0.86±0.02 0.92±0.03 0.98±0.01 0.99±0.00 
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Table 5. Ridge thickness (µm) averages and standard deviations. The data displays ridge 
thickness measurements for RUVIS photos from Tables 1 and 2. 
 Warm Treatment Cool Treatment 
 Control H* H+CFM† Control H* H+CFM† 
Day 1 (Set 1) 41.9 50.4 50.8 37.5 39.1 43.3 
Day 1 (Set 2) 46.8 47.1 53.2 31.7 39.5 41.1 
Average 44.3±3.4 48.7±2.3 52.0±1.7 34.6±4.1 39.3±0.3 42.2±1.6 
Day 3 (Set 1) 57.2 68.6 72.4 40.9 51.9 56.0 
Day 3 (Set 2) 63.6 72.9 77.6 48.1 57.7 52.0 
Average 60.4±4.6 70.7±4.6 75.0±3.7 44.5±5.1 54.8±4.1 54.0±2.8 
Week 1 (Set 1) 42.0 45.9 55.2 26.0 39.1 41.3 
Week 1 (Set 2) 36.0 49.7 51.0 22.4 32.1 40.7 
Average 39.0±4.3 47.8±2.7 53.1±2.9 24.2±2.6 35.6±5.0 41.0±0.5 
Week 2 (Set 1) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Week 2 (Set 2) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Average N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Week 3 (Set 1) 47.3 48.3 52.5 42.5 48.8 55.3 
Week 3 (Set 2) 53.1 53.2 52.6 32.7 43.4 44.1 
Average 51.7±6.2 50.6±3.3 52.6±0.1 37.6±6.9 46.1±3.8 49.7±7.9 
Week 4 (Set 1) 56.1 52.9 41.3 32.8 36.7 47.9 
Week 4 (Set 2) 45.7 42.2 46.0 28.4 35.2 39.7 
Average 49.4±5.2 47.7±7.8 49.3±4.7 30.6±3.2 35.9±1.1 43.8±5.8 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
Shading indicates an increase when compared to control values 
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Table 6. Standard deviation values from RUVIS photo histograms as a measurement of 
contrast. Averages and standard deviations of these values are represented in the table below. 
 Warm Treatment Cool Treatment 
 Control H* H+CFM† Control H* H+CFM† 
Day 1 (Set 1) 51.0 48.4 46.2 46.1 39.6 41.9 
Day 1 (Set 2) 41.6 41.4 54.0 40.9 43.8 44.7 
Average 46.3±6.6 44.9±4.9 50.1±5.5 43.5±3.7 41.7±3.0 43.3±2.0 
Day 3 (Set 1) 48.0 57.3 56.6 54.8 63.1 50.6 
Day 3 (Set 2) 36.0 52.5 48.8 47.8 55.1 55.4 
Average 42.0±8.5 54.9±3.5 52.7±5.5 51.3±5.0 59.1±5.7 53.0±3.4 
Week 1 (Set 1) 33.5 42.0 50.7 42.3 44.9 50.8 
Week 1 (Set 2) 41.1 47.0 43.9 33.7 49.7 46.8 
Average 37.3±5.4 44.5±3.5 47.3±4.9 38.0±6.1 47.3±3.4 48.8±2.9 
Week 2 (Set 1) 45.4 42.3 46.1 35.9 37.5 43.4 
Week 2 (Set 2) 38.0 39.3 52.8 32.1 47.5 32.2 
Average 41.7±5.2 40.8±2.1 49.4±4.7 34.0±2.7 42.5±7.1 37.8±7.9 
Week 3 (Set 1) 54.8 43.4 41.9 34.6 51.7 38.1 
Week 3 (Set 2) 43.2 40.0 49.1 39.8 47.5 46.8 
Average 49.0±8.2 41.7±2.4 45.5±5.2 37.2±3.7 49.6±3.0 42.4±6.2 
Week 4 (Set 1) 39.5 49.2 42.7 43.1 38.3 45.6 
Week 4 (Set 2) 45.7 44.6 37.5 38.3 45.5 35.4 
Average 42.6±4.3 46.9±3.3 40.1±3.7 40.7±3.3 41.9±5.1 40.5±7.2 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
Shading indicates an increase when compared to control values 
 
 
Due to the overlap in confidence intervals for data points of each response factor, 
reliable trends were difficult to decipher. For this reason, control values were subtracted 
from each data point and plotted (Figures 13-16) to remove baseline effects of each 
treatment group (humidity versus humidity plus CFM and warm versus cool temperature). 
The values therefore represent the computed differences between humidity minus control, 
and humidity plus CFM minus control. Through this calculation, the sole effect of 
treatment or temperature could be more accurately estimated for each data point.  
When analyzing differences in minutiae count, the warm temperature group 
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displayed an average of 4.4 more minutiae points for humidity-treated prints compared to 
8.75 more minutiae points observed for humidity plus CFM treatment group when 
compared with control groups (Figure 13). A similar, yet more striking effect is displayed 
in the cool temperature group. A mean of 9.5 minutiae points was observed compared to 
17.5 minutiae points for humidity and humidity plus CFM groups, respectively. The data 
also suggest that the average improvement across both temperatures when applying 
humidity is 6.96 minutiae, while humidity plus CFM yields 13.12 more minutiae points 
than if left untreated. Paired t-tests verified significance between humidity and humidity 
plus CFM averages both overall and for cool temperature groups (Table 7). 
 
 
Figure 13. Scatter plot for minutiae count depicting the effects of treatment. Data points were 
computed by subtracting control values from humidity or humidity+CFM treated minutiae counts 
in order to remove baseline effects. The short bars represent averages of data points within 
temperature groups.  The * signifies a statistical significance between H and H+CFM treatment 
groups where p values were less than 0.05. The black line indicates significance between treatment 
groups independent of temperature, and the blue line indicates significance between treatment 
groups for cool temperature data points.  
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Table 7. Paired t-test for minutiae count averages between different treatments. 
  
Average Minutia  
Count for H* 
Average Minutiae  
Count for H+CFM† T df p-value   
Warm 4.4167 8.7500 -0.9808 11 0.3478   
Cool 9.5000 17.5000 -2.4138 11 0.0344 * 
Overall 6.9583 13.1250 -2.2607 23 0.0336 * 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
 
 
The same calculations were made across the remaining variables measured. In 
observing the progression from control to humidity to humidity plus CFM, both warm and 
cool temperature groups demonstrated an increase in percent print recovery when 
compared to control prints (Figure 14). Warm temperature groups displayed average 
increases of 2.8% and 3.2%, compared to cool temperature readings of 6.2% and 10% for 
humidity and humidity plus CFM groups, respectively. The overall average increase in 
percent print recovery was 4.5% for humidity alone and 6.55% for humidity plus CFM. 
This implies that improvement occurs with both types of treatment, but a more marked 
increase in percent print recovery results from the combined treatment. 
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Figure 14. Scatter plot for percent print recovery depicting the effects of treatment. Data 
points were computed by subtracting control values from humidity or humidity+CFM treated 
percent print recoveries in order to remove baseline effects. The short bars represent averages of 
data points within temperature groups. 
   
Table 8. Paired t-test for percent print recovery between different treatments. 
  
Average Percent Print 
Recovery for H* 
Average Percent Print  
Recovery H+CFM† T df p-value 
Warm 0.0275 0.0328 -0.6020 11 0.5594 
Cool 0.0625 0.0992 -1.7512 11 0.1007 
Overall 0.0450 0.0660 -1.8123 23 0.0830 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
 
 
Ridge thickness data demonstrated trends between treatment groups that were 
comparable to minutiae count and percent print recovery (Figure 15). Warm temperature 
prints displayed an average of 4.13 µm increase in thickness for humidity treatment and 
6.29 µm increase in thickness for humidity plus CFM compared to control values. Cool 
temperature prints possessed a greater augmentation of ridge thickness with an average 
8.04 µm increase for humidity treatment and 11.84 µm increase for humidity plus CFM 
treatment. These results demonstrate the expansion of ridge width occurred within each 
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treatment group and for both temperatures. When not considering the effects of 
temperature, the average elevation in thickness for humidity alone was 6.09 µm while 
humidity plus CFM was 9.07 µm. In addition, statistically significant differences were 
confirmed between humidity and humidity plus CFM for both overall and cool temperature 
treatment groups (Table 9).  
 
 
Figure 15. Scatter plot for ridge thickness depicting the effects of treatment. Data points were 
computed by subtracting control values from humidity or humidity+CFM treated ridge thicknesses 
in order to remove baseline effects. The short bars represent averages of data points within 
temperature groups. The * signifies a statistical significance between H and H+CFM treatment 
groups where p values were less than 0.05. The black line indicates significance between treatment 
groups independent of temperature, and the blue line indicates significance between treatment 
groups for cool temperature data points.  
 
Table 9. Paired t-test for ridge thickness (µm) between different treatments. 
 Average Ridge Thickness for H* 
Average Ridge 
Thickness for H+CFM† T df p-value  
Warm 4.1340 6.2900 -1.2135 9 0.2558   
Cool 8.0400 11.8400 -2.5922 9 0.0291 * 
Overall 6.0870 9.1971 -2.6199 19 0.0169 * 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
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When evaluating contrast, standard deviation values of pixel intensities from 
RUVIS photo histograms also revealed differences between treatments when compared to 
control photos. Humidity demonstrated a 4.35 average increase in contrast standard 
deviation when compared to control photos, while humidity plus CFM produced an average 
increase of 3.95 standard deviations. This slight reduction in contrast is the consequence 
of cool temperature conditions in which CFM application after humidity pretreatment 
caused a -2.71 decrease in contrast standard deviations. For warm temperature groups 
however, humidity improved contrast by 2.47 standard deviations while humidity plus 
CFM produced an elevation of 3.52 standard deviations.  
 
  
Figure 16. Scatter plot for contrast standard deviation values depicting the effects of 
treatment. Data points were computed by subtracting control values from humidity or 
humidity+CFM treated contrast values in order to remove baseline effects. The short bars represent 
averages of data points within temperature groups. 
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Table 10. Paired t-test for contrast values between different treatments. 
 Average Contrast for H* 
Average Contrast 
H+CFM† T df p-value 
Warm 2.4667 4.3667 -0.8975 11 0.3887 
Cool 6.2333 3.5167 1.1535 11 0.2732 
Overall 4.3500 3.9417 0.2518 23 0.8034 
*= Humidity 
†= Humidity plus cyanoacrylate fuming method 
 
 
Contrast was also qualitatively assessed based on histogram shape and trends, 
rather than standard deviation values. As previously described, the spread and collection 
of pixel intensities within a histogram is indicative of contrast level for an image. The 
greater the spread within a histogram, the greater its contrast. When both ends of the 
spectrum (representative of shadow and light) are sufficiently represented through the 
formation of peaks, contrast is assumed to be greater when compared to a histogram 
possessing a concentration of pixels at the center of the spectrum. Upon review of cool 
temperature groups, day 1 and weeks 1 through 4 all exhibited a large spread of pixel 
intensities when comparing control versus treated groups (Figure 18). These prints also 
began to illustrate the transition from one peak to two peaks, with the week 1 latent print 
as the most notable example. For warm treatment groups, all time points but week 3 and 
week 4 illustrated the spread of pixels intensities when comparing control versus humidity 
versus humidity plus CFM treatment (Figure 17). The development of two peaks was also 
more evident within the warm temperature group than cool temperature, as exhibited by 
day 3, week 1 and week 2 latent prints. 
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Figure 17. Histograms of RUVIS photos of latent palmprints subjected to warm humidity 
treatment, with or without CFM. The figure displays the histograms of the palmprints 
represented in Tables 1 and 2.  
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Figure 18. Histograms of RUVIS photos of latent palmprints subjected to cool humidity 
treatment, with or without CFM. The figure displays the histograms of the palmprints 
represented in Tables 1 and 2.  
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4. DISCUSSION 
 The first objective of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of humidity 
pretreatments prior to the application of RUVIS when detecting aged latent prints. The 
second aim was to determine if the combination of humidity and CFM treatments would 
further enhance RUVIS detection, thereby producing an improved detection and collection 
method of aged latent prints. RUVIS data was assessed based on four response factors: 
minutiae count, percent print recovery, ridge thickness, and contrast. These factors were 
chosen to measure the impact of each treatment on latent palmprints exposed to UV 
radiation and air flow for a range of zero to four weeks. Treatments were designated as 
control, warm or cool humidity, and warm or cool humidity combined with CFM. By 
measuring these factors, each print was able to be converted to quantifiable data to facilitate 
statistical analysis of differences or improvements between treatments.  
 
4.1 Effectiveness of Treatment on a Glass Substrate 
Figure 13 illustrates the effects of humidity and humidity plus CFM on minutiae 
count. The data demonstrated an average increase of 13.12 more minutiae points when 
applying humidity and CFM than if left untreated. Further analysis of the data revealed that 
the average improvement between control and humidity groups was 6.96 more minutiae 
points, while the average improvement of applying CFM as a secondary treatment was 5.24 
minutiae points. This signifies that humidity alone and humidity plus CFM may both 
enhance level two ridge detail when using RUVIS. However, the average increase in 
minutiae count for humidity plus CFM was statistically greater than the average increase 
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when humidity alone is applied (t(11) = -2.26, P = 0.033, Table 7). Therefore, when 
attempting to revive aged latent prints and increase discernible level two detail for RUVIS 
detection, most prints would benefit more from combined treatment as opposed to a single 
humidity pretreatment.  
 When comparing temperature groups, the data also implied a greater elucidation of 
minutiae detail when using cool temperature versus warm temperature treatments. Average 
improvement between control and cool humidity plus CFM treatment was 17.5 minutiae 
points, while warm humidity plus CFM increased by 8.75 minutiae points. This difference 
was found to be meaningful, in which t-tests corroborated the average minutiae increase 
for cool temperatures to be statistically greater than warm temperature minutiae counts 
(t(11) = -2.4138, P = 0.034, Table 7). Additionally, humidity alone displayed an average 
increase of 9.5 minutiae for cool humidity and 4.41 minutiae for warm humidity. 
Consequently, the data indicates that temperature of treatment could markedly affect the 
recovery of level two minutiae. 
 Percent print recovery was subsequently assessed with the purpose of evaluating: 
1) the elucidation of previously undetected ridges, and 2) the enhancement of preexisting 
ridge detail. As described in Section 2.6.2 Materials and Methods, print recovery is defined 
by the area of a given RUVIS photo containing distinct ridge detail divided by the total 
area of the photo. Figure 14 displayed an elevation in print recovery for both types of 
treatment and temperature groups. While the combined humidity plus CFM treatment 
induced an average increase of 6.55% in print recovery when compared to control prints, 
further analysis was conducted to determine the exact increases in improvement within 
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treatment groups. Humidity alone produced a 4.5% increase when compared to baseline 
values, while the addition of CFM produced an average 2.1% increase compared to 
humidity alone. These findings signify that a majority of the enhancement of ridge detail 
comes from humidity treatment, which is slightly augmented by following with CFM. T-
tests also revealed that print recovery improvement from combined treatment very closely 
approaches statistical significance when compared with humidity alone (t(23) = -1.81, P = 
0.083, Table 8). From a practical standpoint, the overall print recovery data encourages the 
implementation of humidity combined with CFM treatments to enhance existing ridge 
detail and uncover previously undetected ridges. 
 The data exhibited greater recovery of ridge detail when using cool temperature 
treatment over warm treatment. Average increases for humidity and humidity plus CFM 
groups were 6.2% and 10% for cool temperature groups, respectively, compared to 2.8% 
and 3.2% increases for warm temperature groups (t(11) = 1.98, P = 0.073). It is therefore 
suggested that cool humidity be utilized over warm humidity for the elucidation of ridge 
detail in a given surface area. 
 Ridge thickness data also illustrates improvements in both treatment groups, similar 
to those seen in minutiae count and percent print recovery (Figure 15). Average increases 
in ridge thickness were 6.09 µm for humidity treated prints and 9.20 µm for humidity plus 
CFM. Statistical significance was achieved for these values, implying the combined 
treatment effects on ridge thickening are greater than humidity alone (t(19) = -2.61, P = 
0.017, Table 9). When analyzing the individual increases between treatment steps, 
humidity was found to produce an average 6.09 µm increase while CFM produced an 
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additional average increase of 2.98 µm. Once again, humidity treatment seems to produce 
a greater impact on aged latent prints with CFM serving as a beneficial supplemental 
processing step.  
 Also in accordance with minutiae count and print recovery results, cool temperature 
had a more favorable effect on the expansion of ridge width. Cool temperature treatment 
elicited an average elevation in ridge thickness of 11.84 µm for humidity plus CFM, 
compared to the warm temperature treatment average increase of 6.29 µm. This 
discrepancy in values between temperature groups closely approaches significance (t(9) = 
1.98, P = 0.078). However, improvement between cool humidity and cool humidity plus 
CFM application did attain statistical significance (t(9) = -2.59, P = 0.029, Table 9). 
Consequently, in addition to improvement of level two detail, the application of humidity 
and CFM also augmented level three detail through the expansion of overall ridge thickness 
of latent prints. Data also suggests that cool humidity pretreatments be implemented over 
warm humidity to provide a notable improvement in ridge thickness; thus cool humidity 
and CFM appears to be the most suitable treatment for RUVIS detection.  
 Contrast was evaluated based on standard deviation values of RUVIS photos taken 
from their histogram information. Because standard deviation reflects the spread of pixel 
intensities within a photo, it be may assumed that the greater the standard deviation, the 
greater the contrast within an image. While there was a heightened image contrast between 
both treatment groups when compared to control photos, humidity alone had a slightly 
greater improvement over humidity combined with CFM (Figure 16). Average increases 
in contrast were 4.35 for humidity alone and 3.95 for humidity plus CFM. These values 
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were not found to be statistically significant and therefore it may be assumed that the two 
treatments have a comparable effect on improvement of contrast. For cool temperatures, 
humidity had an increased contrast of 6.23 while humidity combined with CFM had an 
increased contrast of 3.52 when compared to control photos. Consequently, CFM 
application after cool humidity pretreatment may introduce potential harm to the latent 
prints. This negative effect from cool temperature treatment contrasts with warm 
temperature data, which showed a slight improvement of 1.05 units between treatment 
groups. These results imply that warm temperature performs better than cool temperature 
when evaluating contrast enhancement. It also indicates that if improving contrast is an 
examiner’s main goal, CFM is not necessary and may in fact be damaging to the latent 
print.  
 For all response factors of minutiae count, ridge thickness, percent print recovery 
and contrast, the data validate the conclusion that humidity combined with CFM is an 
effective sequence of treatments to revive aged latent prints and enhance RUVIS detection. 
It is predicted that rehydration of latent prints is accomplished through humidity 
pretreatment, and rejuvenation of level two and three detail is achieved through subsequent 
CFM treatment to maximally enhance RUVIS detection of aged latent prints. It may also 
be concluded that cool temperature treatments induced greater improvements compared to 
warm temperature treatments across all response factors with the exception of contrast. The 
success of cool treatment falls in accordance with other published studies that have found 
cool humidity to perform better than warm humidity when applying CFM.34,36 
Furthermore, the influences of temperature were most evident for minutiae count and ridge 
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thickness, as demonstrated by the statistical significances in cool temperature groups 
(Figures 13 and 15). The factors consequently least affected were percent print recovery 
and contrast. Because contrast most improved with the application of warm humidity, if an 
examiner’s print samples are only mildly deteriorated or a few days old, warm humidity 
alone may be suggested to enhance RUVIS detection and improve prints across all four of 
our investigated response factors. Alternatively, if print degradation is significant it is 
highly recommended that cool humidity combined with CFM be applied. 
 
4.1.1 Potential Chemistry and Mechanisms 
 RUVIS data analysis established the successful enhancement of degraded latent 
palmprints, both qualitatively and quantitatively. A proposed mechanism attributing to the 
success of humidity pretreatment with RUVIS was effective rehydration of latent print 
residues, such as protein, salt, and/or fat. The specific biomolecules that primarily compose 
each group vary slightly depending on the reporting research institution.4,16 In terms of 
amino acids present, a general consensus has concluded serine, glycine, and ornithine-
lysine are most abundant.4,7,16,45 Ability for these specific proteins to successfully rehydrate 
seems feasible due to their polar, hydrophilic natures.  
Some literature has stated that protein rehydration after dehydration is entirely 
reversible, though dependent on the specific protein in question. Prestrelski et al. concluded 
that dehydration of the protein instigates changes in protein structure and conformation due 
to the loss of hydrogen bonds when water is evaporated.89 To accommodate this loss, new 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds form within the protein causing a conformational change, 
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such as the formation of beta-sheets. A protein may either: 1) be resistant to conformational 
changes during drying, thereby retaining its native conformation upon rehydration, 2) 
unfold during dehydration, but refold at rehydration, or 3) unfold at dehydration and never 
regain native conformation. While the response to water loss and rehydration is dependent 
upon the specific protein in question, it is possible that serine, glycine, ornithine-lysine and 
other amino acids present possessed the ability to re-conform to their inherent structures, 
or were intrinsically resistant to structural changes. The application of warm or cool 
humidity into the latent print’s immediate atmosphere may have reversed conformational 
changes induced by UV and air flow exposure, causing proteins to re-expand to their 
inherent structures. This protein expansion and regrowth would legitimize the 
enhancement of RUVIS detection supported by the data, attributing it to the increase in 
depth and thickness of print residues.   
 Rehydration of glucose, salt, or fat components within palmprint samples is another 
potential explanation of the effectiveness of humidity pretreatment. The polarity of glucose 
enables solubility in water due to its hydroxyl groups readily forming hydrogen bonds with 
water. The ability of this interaction corroborates the proposed phenomenon of glucose 
rehydration with application of humidity. Salts found within a latent print, namely sodium 
chloride, would also absorb water due to its polarity and hydrophilic nature. While glucose 
and salts easily bond with water, the hydrophobic nature of fatty acids and lipids would 
theoretically render them unaffected by humidity or moisture. However, two studies 
investigated the dehydration of Ramonda serbica and Ramonda nathaliae plants and its 
impact on lipids and fatty acids within its leaves. It was concluded that lipids and fatty 
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acids present within the plant experienced a striking recovery of phospholipid structure 
upon rewetting.90 While the fat molecules studied are not found within friction ridge 
impressions, it may be reasonably presumed that the potential for successful rehydration 
of fats is possible.  
 In addition to the compelling results on the application of humidity pretreatments, 
humidity combined with CFM indicated an even greater advantage for print rejuvenation 
and RUVIS detection in the present study. One explanation for this lies in the relationship 
between humidity and CFM. Much research has investigated the initiators within a print 
residue that catalyze ECA polymerization. Different forms of pretreatments have been 
researched to determine the exact chemistry of initiators that causes ECA molecules to 
adhere to friction ridges and continue its growth.43–46 Water and humidity have been 
extensively researched as a pretreatment to CFM, expanding on the hypothesis that water 
was a top initiator of latent print development. The first observation supporting this 
hypothesis was seen in commercial Super Glue when ECA polymerization was proposed 
to be initiated by trace amounts of water on the surface of the object to be glued.16,91 It was 
later observed that water is a predominant ingredient of friction ridge impressions and its 
evaporation during aging heavily impacted success of CFM. Lewis et al. also demonstrated 
a positive correlation between moisture of a print and its quality after fuming.45  
 While water once appeared to be a key initiator, research within the past decade has 
contradicted this theory. Data from a continuation of Dadmun’s studies revealed that the 
importance of water was not as an initiator, but rather as a solvation agent for the true 
initiators of polymerization.43,45 ECA growth was shown to originate from anionic 
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interactions. In the context of latent prints, sodium lactate, among other salts present within 
the residue, enabled the necessary anionic reactions to occur. Water in the atmosphere was 
said to solvate the sodium-lactate pair, permitting lactate anions to initiate ECA polymer 
growth.45 Further experiments confirmed that moisture must be present in order for sodium 
lactate to remain in this solvated form. Otherwise, it remained as a salt due to the tightly 
bound ion-pair between anionic lactate and cationic sodium, prompting unavailability for 
interaction with ECA. Other amino acids with anionic properties present in latent print 
residue were also found to have similar interactions with humidity application.45 For this 
reason, humidity as a precursory step to CFM likely contributed to ample ECA 
polymerization and successful RUVIS detection.  
 Since water’s establishment as a solvation agent for CFM, methods to apply 
humidity to degraded latent prints have been substantially investigated as well. 
Introduction of moisture by means of water vapor, ammonia vapor, or acetic acid vapor 
were among those tested.43,44,46,50 Various, and at times, unexpected, results include water 
vapor at room temperature promoting only modest increases in ECA polymerization, while 
boiling water vapor induced a reduction in print mass and polymerization.44,46 For these 
reasons, the present study introduced moisture through aqueous salt solutions to control 
relative humidity levels. Prints were also given ample time to rehydrate in small, isolated 
chambers of increased RH for 24 hours. Past studies had indicated success with this 
particular technique when reviving aged prints.4,48 Schwarz et al. tested various humidity 
levels on degraded latent prints and surmised 80% RH was most successful for print 
rehydration.48 Those results were able to be reproduced when conducting preliminary 
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experiments during the experimental design phase to select the best humidity level for print 
rejuvenation.  
 Though the present study demonstrates the advantages of humidity pretreatment, 
scientists have argued that rehydration of fresh or aged latent prints is not sufficient to 
improve primary detection using CFM.44,45 However, the current study employed RUVIS 
as the primary detection method, while humidity and CFM served as treatment procedures 
to enhance RUVIS. Therefore, CFM served the purpose of providing a mechanism to build 
depth and dimensionality to aged friction ridges, rather than to create enough contrast 
between the white polymers and background substrate. Because RUVIS is ultra-sensitive 
to changes in depth within a surface, humidity and CFM become appropriate intermediate 
steps. Thus, scientific theory and evidence-based observations demonstrated the sequence 
of humidity, CFM, and RUVIS to be a viable collection method of aged latent prints. 
 
4.2 Latent Print Aging 
 While the data corroborated sufficient latent print rejuvenation and enhancement 
through multiple treatments, a potential confounding issue was whether adequate 
degradation occurred to warrant the necessity of treatment methods prior to RUVIS 
detection. Review of control photos from day 1 to week 4 show the degree of degradation 
was less than previously hypothesized. Aging was evident in prints of the cool temperature 
group, especially beyond one week of exposure to UV radiation and air flow. More 
specifically, week 2 through week 4 RUVIS photos displayed a visible decrease in contrast 
and ridge detail when compared to day 1 and day 3 photos, with week 1 appearing to be 
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the first sign of onset degradation (Table 2). For warm temperature group prints, a linear 
trend in degradation was less apparent (Table 1). Holistically speaking, control prints 
possessed varying levels of contrast, ridge detail, and overall image clarity among time 
points. In making these comparisons between prints of different time points, it is important 
to note that RUVIS photos for all prints were not taken at the time of deposition. For this 
reason, discernible differences present between prints may have been present to begin with 
and were unrelated to the aging process.  
 
4.2.1 Substrate Selection 
 One reason for the less pronounced print degradation may be due to the substrate 
type selected for this experiment. Recent literature on the effects of substrate material on 
print aging concluded that the least amount of degradation occurs on glass.32,88,92,93 Even 
so, glass was chosen as a substrate due to its transparent and nonporous nature. The 
ineffectiveness of RUVIS on porous substrates has been well-established by several 
research studies and manufacturers,32,64,65 and previous work in this laboratory 
demonstrated that reflective, opaque surfaces could cause a hexagonal artifact to appear at 
the periphery of the captured RUVIS photos. Glass is a transparent, weakly reflective 
medium and was therefore selected to ameliorate the issue of internal reflection artifacts.  
 Because background research indicated glass was one of the least detrimental 
mediums for print degradation, another set of precursory experiments was performed to 
address this issue. Palmprints were exposed to UV radiation and airflow for zero to four 
weeks and resultant deterioration was monitored via RUVIS detection. RUVIS photos 
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qualitatively demonstrated a reduction in level two and three ridge detail, as well as a 
decrease in contrast. This preliminary data suggested that print aging with these parameters 
would be sufficient for the purposes of this experiment. However, results of the current 
experiment depicted slighter levels of deterioration, indicating the aging process is not 
completely reproducible and variations are inevitable. 
 
4.3 Interaction of Temperature and Time 
 While reliable quantitative differences between temperature treatments and time 
could not be computed, qualitative findings based on interpretations from RUVIS photos 
were still possible. Early time points of day 1 and week 1 displayed an overall, consistent 
improvement for warm temperatures, while later time points of week 1 to week 4 indicated 
greater improvements for cool temperatures (Table 1 and Table 2). The progression from 
control conditions to warm humidity to warm humidity plus CFM from day 1 to week 1 
demonstrated a seemingly linear increase in quality and ridge detail when evaluating print 
recovery, contrast, and clarity of the photo (Table 1 A-I). This was further substantiated by 
the histograms of these time points and raw measurements of percent print recovery (Figure 
17 A-I and Table 4). Within the histograms, spread of pixel intensities progressively 
increased and illustrated the transformation of one peak to two peaks across treatments 
(Table 1 D-F), demonstrating elevated contrast levels within RUVIS images. 
 Past week 1, however, improvement between treatments did not appear to be linear 
or consistent. Week 2 demonstrated some loss of ridge detail between warm humidity and 
warm humidity plus CFM treatments (Table 1 K-L). Week 3 displayed better contrast in 
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the control photo than humidity treatment according to standard deviation values, RUVIS 
photos, and corresponding histograms (Table 1 M-O, Table 2 M-O) (Figure 17). Loss of 
ridge clarity was also present from humidity to humidity plus CFM treatments. Finally, 
overall print recovery of week 4 data decreased from control to humidity to humidity plus 
CFM prints (Table 1 P-R). For these reasons, it may be asserted that the application of 
warm humidity pretreatment benefits print rejuvenation if the print is only a few days to 
one week old.  
 When examining cool humidity treatments, with or without CFM, cool temperature 
treatments were most effective and consistent on prints aged for longer periods of time. 
Day 1 photos exhibited a decrease in contrast and some ridge detail between humidity and 
humidity plus CFM (Table 2). This loss of detail was partially masked by the higher level 
of contrast in the humidity plus CFM treatment. This high contrast may be attributed to 
over-fuming, resulting in a less clear image and loss of finer ridge detail. While the 
decrease in detail was likely attributed to human error of over-fuming, it is possible to make 
the assertion that over-fuming is at a higher risk when cool humidity pretreatments are 
applied. A similar result was observed by Dadmun et al. whose findings demonstrated 
humidity treatments prior to and during CFM were more effective at cold temperatures 
than warm.31 If this holds true, users should be wary of this consequence when applying 
CFM with cool humidity. Examination of day 3 data portrayed a decrease in percent print 
recovery, and loss of clarity between humidity and humidity plus CFM treatments (Table 
2 E-F and Table 4). In contrast, week 1 through 4 photos displayed improvements in 
contrast, ridge detail, percent print recovery (Table 1 G-R and Table 2 G-R). Therefore, 
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the application of cool humidity in conjunction with CFM for RUVIS detection may be 
more effective for older prints of one to several weeks old, rather than fresh prints. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 In summary, 80% relative humidity and CFM treatments were shown to be effective 
in enhancing RUVIS detection and collection of aged latent prints. This is based on 
quantitative analysis of minutiae count, percent print recovery, ridge thickness and 
contrast. The combined effect of humidity followed by CFM treatment and RUVIS 
detection was greatest for minutiae count and ridge thickness, while percent print recovery 
and contrast demonstrated more modest improvements when compared to control prints. 
Additionally, cool temperature treatments outperformed warm temperature treatments 
across all factors except contrast. The data therefore suggest that to achieve print 
rejuvenation and overall improvements in RUVIS detection, combined cool humidity and 
CFM is more effective than humidity alone. In making associations between time, 
treatment, and temperature, qualitative data indicated warm humidity and CFM would best 
rejuvenate latent prints of a few days to one week old, while cool humidity and CFM would 
work maximally on older prints of a few weeks old.  
 The combined application of humidity, CFM, and RUVIS proved a viable method 
for the collection and detection of aged latent prints. It is theorized that humidity as a 
pretreatment facilitates print rejuvenation and recovery of friction ridges, while CFM 
successfully enhances level two and three ridge detail. A possible mechanism to explain 
print rejuvenation by humidity is the rehydration of amino acids and salts within friction 
ridge residues. Humidity also enhances CFM by serving as a solvation agent for initiators 
of ECA polymerization. An additional advantage of this method lies in its sequence of 
steps, which allows the examiner to document progress of enhancement. Because RUVIS 
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is used to capture latent print photos after each treatment, the examiner is able to select the 
best image of evidence to be used for comparison. Secondly, this method also immortalizes 
evidence and provides a backup in instances of irreversible damage to ridge detail due to 
human error, such as over-fuming. 
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